
CHAPEL, *3 - 12

The t- vital part is to pray to God that He will cleanse us from what-will tI t

which will keep us from being able to see what His will is. I found very vi--
v

when a student comes to me amel to ask me a question, " I am somewhat

and I do not know what to do. I do not know to do this or to do that. I just
If only the Lord would tell me."/

cannot decide what to do. I wish only the Lord will de- tell me. I have found

thattime after time all I have to do is to say, well, what wetid-be the results/ of this

would be. Which would be more honoring to the Lord. This would lead to

what kind of results, and that would lead to what kind of results? Well, then

5 -
which is the Lord's will. It is always very easy to show sonone else the will of

the Lord, not by making the decision for them, but by held helping them see that

the reason for theft uncertainty is that eer- certai n purely human or selfish st4e

motives are keeping them from eeg- seeing t1 plain facts of the case. There was

the man that prayed Oh, Lord show me which woman you want me to marry but let

it be Elizabeth. So often our prayers are like that. We want the Lord to show us
want it to be this because this is what we

His will but we,4'ate- think we would like or enjoy -but--- what will increase

our fame, what will give us more money, what will in some way satisfy our natural

human desires. And as -our- long as our natural human desires are entering into a
qt

decision, we cannot know what the Lord will do. Dr. Torrey'Nas pastor at one
ciee.-1o
V

time of a very successful church, a nd he was called to be the t pastor of a church

in a different place with entirely different circumstances and when he received the e1a

so
c all, he felt he was so effective where he was , he felt his work was . needed where

he was and was coming to be so praised for the k -d-thatwork that he was accomplishing

that it just seemd- seemed utterly sillyof quitting and going there, and yet he saw tre

mendous opportunities there and he didn't know what to do, and he took three days and

during those three days, he prayed to the Lord with this in mind, that the Lord would
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